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Raybow dR-C

X-ray battery mobile system

High power generators

High frequency constant potential generator, with self-diagnosis
indicators and tube protection circuitry, to extend tube life and
increase system performance.

Mobility

Maximum visibility and perfect mobility, thanks to the collapsible
column, the telescopic arm and the servo-assisted driving.

Workstation

On-board workstation with 17” touch screen for acquisition
and process of X-ray images from the digital detector, with full
integration of all elements of the system (generator, safety
systems, detectors)

Autonomy

Two separate battery modules, one for the generator X-ray
exposures and one for the motors. Hours of autonomy are
granted.
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Extended accessibility
The rotating and collapsible column and telescopic arm
provide the flexibility and operability needed to perform
any kind of X-ray exposure

Front Bumper to stop motor movement in the
event of a frontal collision.

Easy controls to adjust the position of the unit
when the Operator is in front of tube assembly.

The handlebar internal sensors control the
direction and speed of each wheel, proportional
to the applied pressure.

Detector and battery holder, with charging
capability.
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Digital diagnostic power on the move

Raybow dR-C is the perfect choice in ICUs, NICUs, emergency rooms and
operating theatres, wherever bedside examinations are a critical part of the
care process.
The choice of wireless detector panels facilitates faster patient management
and increases comfort of use for both Patient and Operator.
The result is improved efficiency of bedside imaging and streamlined workflow
through full integration with RIS/PACS.

Powered by PRIMO, professional acquisition software for X-ray images, with wide selection of flat panel and
multi-detector operation.
Software controls X-ray generator, providing a smooth and streamlined workflow.
The professional image processing can be adapted to individual user needs and provides a complete control of
all image capture, with instant diagnostic capability and immediate connection to PACS
Integrated functions and intuitive operation greatly simplify daily routine tasks.
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Anytime, Anywhere
Global Support

Primax International provide technical support for its products
throughout their useful life, wherever they may be used.

Remote Support

Modularity is native to the Raybow dR-C, making remote support
as easy as can be, whether you need to perform efficiency tests,
software upgrades or maintenance.

Local Support

Technical triainig courses are regulary provided in the facilities of
the group. They enable service engineers to install and service our
range of equipment.
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